
Introduction

To collect is to gather objects belonging to a par-
ticular category the collector happens to fancy, as
magpies fancy things that are shiny, and collec-

tion is what has been gathered.1 We might ask
where the history of collecting begins and also
what form the earliest collections assumed. The
plunder of war and the tangible fruits of industry
have always passed from one generation to the
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C OLLECTING IN EARLY MODERN AGE: THE CASE
OF THE VALOIS BURGUNDY’ COURT IN THE
SECOND HALF OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY

Resumen: Para poder analizar el personaje del coleccionista moderno, como el contenido y el gusto de las co-
lecciones es necesario partir de los estudios de Julius von Schlosser, historiador de la Escuela de Viena, quien
primero desarrolló un interés y agudas interpretaciones críticas sobre la problemática de las colecciones, prin-
cipalmente en la corte de los Habsburgo. Gracias a su libro Die Kunst- und Wunderkammern der Spätrenais-
sance: ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des Sammelwesens, publicado en 1908, el autor definió el fenómeno del colec-
cionismo moderno.
En base al estudio de Schlosser distintos historiadores desarrollaron sus investigaciones aportando datos cada
vez más específicos sobre los principales coleccionistas de la Época Moderna. Este artículo resume la historio-
grafía sobre el tema del coleccionismo de los principios de la Edad Moderna y se centra en el caso de los du-
ques de Borgoña y Flandes en la segunda mitad del siglo XV, cuando esta corte heredó la tradición de colec-
cionismo iniciada por el duque Juan de Berry, ejemplo de riqueza y esplendor para todas las cortes europeas.
A través de la catalogación de bienes, análisis del contexto histórico e iconografía se definieron los aspectos del
gusto y del valor que los artefactos representaban dentro de la colección.
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XV.

Abstract: In order to analyse the taste, character and content collector of Modern collections, Julius von
Schlosser’s study should be mentioned. The historian of the Vienna School was the first who developed the
interest and critical interpretations of the issue of collections, mainly in the case of the Habsburg’s court. In
his book Die Kunst- und Wunderkammern der Spätrenaissance: ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des Sammelwesens pub-
lished in 1908, he popularised examples of studies of the modern collecting phenomenon.
Based on the study of Schlosser many historians developed their research, providing information about the
most important collectors of modern age. This article resumed the historiography of the collecting in the Ear-
ly Modern Age and focused on the case of the Dukes of Burgundy and Flanders in the second half of the fif-
teenth century, when their Court inherited the tradition of collecting initiated by the Duke John of Berry.
With this fact it gave an example of wealth and splendour for all Europeans courts. Through the catalogue of
the art pieces, analysis of the historical context and iconography, the aspects of taste and representing value of
the artefacts from the ducal collection were defined.
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next, and works of art, being constantly associat-
ed with power, served as a medium of exchange.
At the same time, by virtue of their intrinsic
worth, based primarily upon the precious metals
and rare stones of which they were composed,
they often serve as a reserve of public wealth and
a symbol of the nation’s credit.

Histories of collecting tend to treat the subject in
general terms as though it were relevant only to
the history of taste at a particular given period.
But the important thing is to emphasise the con-
tributions made by individuals, because in a cul-
turally benighted, confused and eclectic age like
our own, their special sensibility leads to all sorts
of valid discoveries and helps to maintain sane
standards of judgment.

The earliest collections of works of art consisted
of objects which were displayed, yet also served a
function in everyday life. They were generally as-
sociated on the one hand with religious practices,
and on the other with state functions, so they
were housed in temples or treasure-houses which
were neither actually museums nor theoretical
creations for cultural delectation. 

We must therefore understand that, originally,
the objects which we now prize as works of art
(or museum specimens) had a utility value, and
considered in the mass represented the power,
wealth and splendor of the community which
possessed them. Yet even in the earliest recorded
periods it seems that the taste and enterprise of
certain individuals soon began to show itself.2

The dedicated collector is animated by a desire to
own everything within a limited field. To satisfy his
needs, he combines his taste, be it natural or ac-
quired, his sense of perfection and his instinct for
tracking things down. But while seeking out particu-
lar works of art, he also investigates the evidence of
their historical origins, reading any specialist litera-
ture on the subject. He needs the flair of a hunter,
the mentality of a detective, the objectivity of a his-
torian and the natural cunning of a horse dealer.
Even so, in giving too great a credit to what he
reads or hears, he is liable to confuse his instinctive
reactions and so blur the sharpness of his vision.3

To be a collector is to advance in the social scale
at a great pace. Connoisseurship, therefore, can
be a closer and more intimate link than class.

Collectors are of many different types. To begin
with there are the true lovers of things artistic,

who choose cautiously and with enlightened dis-
crimination the finest examples of the various
schools or individual artists whom they most ad-
mire. That is to say, such individuals are primarily
inspired as collectors by aesthetic considerations
and personal taste, and the fact that their mind
and eye have been formed through contact with
the art of past times which can give them a se-
lective insight into the art their contemporaries.
On the other hand are the great artist-collectors
for whom practical considerations weigh at least
as heavily as the aesthetic ones. That is to say,
the artist-collector acquires works of art not
merely to look at and to enjoy them, but to
learn more about his own profession from the
examples of others, thereby nourishing his own
inventive gifts and spurring himself on to higher
creative achievements. Another type of collector
is represented by an artist-historiographer who
sets out to assemble, on a systematic and histori-
cal basis, a collection of drawings which would
illustrate stage by stage the progressive stylistic
evolution of those artists whose biographies he
was compiling. Then, of course, there have been
the predatory collectors, who have rapaciously
amassed vast quantities of works of art not be-
cause they loved or admired them but because
the act of assembling them would appear sym-
bolical of their worldly might and spiritual glo-
rification.

The art-lover is very different from the collector.
He seeks perfection through beauty and harmo-
ny, loving works of art not as part of a series or
historical sequence, but rather on account of
their diversity, which corresponds to his own
mentality, with its eclecticism and untidiness.
Fashions, progress, the course of daily life; these
are all things which hardly affect the true collec-
tor or concern the ordinary art-lover who seeks a
heightening of experience and sensation
through art. Because his taste is always respon-
sive, the art-lover develops his powers of selec-
tion. Whereas the dedicated bibliophile is in dan-
ger of being snowed under by an avalanche of
his quarto books, the perfect dilettante in his
quest for the ideal work of art runs the risk of so
refining his possibilities that he ends his days
gazing ceaselessly at a circle painted on a white
canvas, or at a crystal ball. Then at last, he is in a
position to appreciate what for him is unadulter-
ated art, able to appraise all its qualities, far re-
moved from the normal practice of accumulating
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objects without having time to look at them
properly.

Alois Riegl defining an art-lover –a “Kunstfre-
und”– as not just anyone who has a liking for cre-
ative art, nor one who is involved in the produc-
tion or consumption (i.e., the enjoyment) of art;
but, rather one who appreciates antique art, one
who consumes old rather than modern works. He
pointed out, however, that art lovers did not nec-
essarily have “an aversion” to contemporary art.
In addition, although Riegl did not point this out,
a “Kunstfreund” need not make financial sacri-
fices in order to own the works of art he “con-
sumes”.4

Besides the collectors and the dilettantes, there
are the curio-hunters. They are a hybrid and di-
verting set of people, on the lookout for rare
and unexpected rather than beautiful things, ex-
ercising a choice that seems all the more delicate
because it is sly and perverse. A few of the privi-
leged curio-hunters appear to stem from a cross
between the connoisseur and the oracle’s
pythons because they have a gift for spotting
not only what is already rare but what will be-
come rare in the future. These people belong to
a human category that not having a taste for the
good or the beautiful, but for the rare and
unique; for what one possesses that others do
not. It is not a predilection for what is perfect,
but for what is fashionable and being vaunted
currently.

“Knowledge is power” is a proverb that holds
very true in the purchase of artistic treasures. A
sharp eye is required both to discover the prize
and also to take care of what has been bought.
Do not leave your purchases about by unsold lots,
or they will be certainly put up and bidden for
again.5

A further ambiguity arises from the fact that the

impulse to collect has no consistency. It can ex-
press a sense of power and splendor. To come
closer to the nature of motive we must distin-
guish purposive collecting, which may be identi-
fied with connoisseurship, from the mere accumu-
lation of the miscellaneous, and possessions in
general may be said to give a sense of security,
not only in the sense that they are “valuable”
that can if necessary be sold, but also because
these items “feather” the domestic nest. But this
is an instinct, possibly very primitive in its origins,
which can run away with itself, leading to those
clutters of family possessions.6

The mind-fifteenth century witnessed a change
in the situation and the history of private collect-
ing, in the modern sense, may be said to have
originated when a new bourgeois class assumed
power in some of the Italian republics. It was the
bankers and men of commerce in Florence and
Venice, the Falieris, the Mocenigos, the Dandolos
and the Medicis, who ventured to break with the
prevailing custom of accumulating all works of
art in libraries and treasuries controlled by the
Church or the ruling house.7 These men, whose
wealth was newly earned and who certainly
liked to display it, began to form collections of
gems and works of art for their personal delecta-
tion in the privacy of their homes. From that
time on the collecting bug has afflicted all man-
ner of men and women, as power and riches
have changed hands across the continent of Eu-
rope during the last five hundred years. “The
trumpet of art” said Louis XIV, “blows louder
through time and space than any other trum-
pet”. Certainly there has been plenty of evidence
to support this thesis in the maneuvers which
have led to Popes, Emperors, Kings, Queens,
great nobles, men of letters, artists and ultimate-
ly the bourgeois successively vying with each
other to accumulate a greater and more impres-
sive display of treasures.
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Julius von Schlosser one first approximation
to the origin of the collecting

Julius von Schlosser (1866-1938)8 was an influen-
tial scholar and leader of the so-called (second)
Vienna School of art history; successor to Max
Dvo�àk at the University of Vienna. 

Schlosser wrote his dissertation on early medieval
cloisters under Wickhoff, accepted in 1888. After
graduation, Schlosser joined the Institut für Öster-
reichische Geschichtsforschung (Institute of Aus-
trian Historical Research) under the diplomatic
historian Theodor von Sickel (1826-1908). Sickel
instilled in Schlosser a strict appreciation for tex-
tual primary sources. After six months of research
in Rome, he joined the staff of the Imperial collec-
tions (Kunsthistorische Hofmuseum, the modern
Kunsthistorisches Museum) in Vienna in 1889, ini-
tially in the coins and medals division. 

Schlosser wrote his Habilitationsschrift in 1892.
After a promotion to the arts and crafts collec-
tions, he was named director of the sculpture col-
lection and (außerordentlicher) professor at Vien-
na in 1901. In 1903, he was offered a position at
Prague, but chose instead to remain in Vienna.
Schlosser’s study of primary texts of art history led
to an ever-greater fascination with Lorenzo Ghi-
berti. He published Ghiberti’s memoirs in 1912. 

But prior to this memoir study, he wrote his
book Die Kunst- und Wunderkammern der Spä-
trenaissance: ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des Sam-
melwesens published at Leipzig (Klinkhardt &
Biermann) at 1908.

With the exception of some isolated works and a

few preliminary, general studies, as well as of any
summaries of dispersed and unconnected materi-
al, until the publication of Schlosser’s book no-
body had attacked in depth the origins of the col-
lecting. Schlosser’s work, therefore, is one of the
most important contributions to the history of
collecting in general.

According to Schlosser itwas the duke Jean de
Berry (1340-1416) who was the first modern collec-
tor on a large scale. His treasure chamber was filled
with artistic works, not only for love of ostentation
or for curiosity as up to this moment he had
demonstrated the interest and the taste of the col-
lectors. The duke of Berry was characterized by a
taste for precious material, by rare objects, as most
of the collectors of the Middle Ages, at the same
time as it showed his interest for the formal artistic
value and for a historical concrete preference. It is
to say it was collecting works of art for if same. 

Furthermore, he was searching, he was raking
and he was even doing copies of works which
original ones he could not obtain. In this respect
the Old Age turned into an epoch of admiration
and of desire of the collector. Greek or Roman an-
tiquities were an object of worship. The collection
of the duke of Berry was extended considerably
by archaic reproductions. It was not looking for
the false original one, but a copy, a faithful testi-
mony to the ancient piece. On occasions the duke
of Berry entrusted imitations of ancient works
that transformed into new and modern pieces. So
that Antiquity turned into an enormous source of
artistic possibilities. Definitively, this collector pro-
duced without any kind of doubts, the first clear
example of the base of the modern collecting. 
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The spirit of modern collecting that the duke of
Berry imposed was an example followed in other
European courts. England, Austria or France were
quick to imitate the model who had inspired to
the collection of the duke. In this respect, clear
examples were provided by the collections
formed by Margaret of Austria, for the Archduke
Ferdinand of Tirol or for the dukes of Anjou.

A brief history of the studies on the
primitive Flemings

The interest in research on the history of medieval
art of Burgundy was closely connected with the
stimulation of romantic and nationalistic currents
in the nineteenth century. The importance for the
issue of collecting at the court of Flemish dukes
was the memory of researchers, who with their
thoughts defined the main trends of interpreta-
tion of the history of artistic patronage and docu-
mented art works. An analysis of the European
model of Christian piety was proposed by
Friedrich von Schlegel (1772-1829), who repre-
sented the autonomy of the German and Dutch
art in relation to the Italian Renaissance. Access to
the collection of Dutch art ensured the researcher
created the Musée Napoleon in 1802 and orga-
nized the exhibition of works of art by regional
schools.9 According to the considerations of
Schlegel, German and Dutch art dominated the
humanism of Italian masters because of the sim-
plicity and tranquillity of the works of Jan van Ey-
ck and Hans Memling, which constituted an insep-
arable element of interpretation of the surviving
documents.

Another researcher associated with Musée du
Louvre was Le Comte Leon de Laborde, curator of
the department of medieval, renaissance and
modern sculpture. In his observations an impor-
tant point was social and economic aspects sup-
ported by numerous archival records. He pub-
lished his works with particular topics, but was
never able to complete monographic publications
to which the notes were considered missing; his
more important work was Les Ducs de Bour-

gogne. Études sur les lettres, les arts et l´industrie
pendant le XVe siècle (1849-52). While composing
texts based on archival materials, he was making
close comparisons with the material available in
the private collections of English and Belgian
churches.10 Both researchers undertook the study
of documents related to the life and culture of
the court to reconstruct the history consistent
with the trend of romantic and nationalistists,
treating the issue of collection as a secondary top-
ic. It is worth noting the presence of analysis of
art works, which formed an inseparable element
of interpretation of the surviving documents.

In the second half of the nineteenth century, art
criticism rejected its interest in the Middle Ages;
Jules Michelet in seventeen volumes of the Histo-
ry of France,11 in the prologue to The Renais-
sance12 approved the tendency to return to na-
ture and democracy of the Italian dukes and criti-
cized the aristocracy and the church. Valois-Bour-
gogne dukes have been identified as followers of
the Renaissance model of rule, by maintaining
constant contact with the Italian dealers and sub-
sidiaries of banks.13 As a result of contact with hu-
manism, they modelled their collections directly
on the organisation of first early modern collec-
tors...

Another example of the study of the Renaissance
was Jacob Burckhardt, who interpreted the ex-
pansion of the Italian Renaissance as one of the
most important factors in the development of Eu-
ropean civilization. In the work entitled Civiliza-
tion of the Renaissance in Italy, he mentioned the
Netherlands workshops as the creators of the po-
etic landscapes, if not rivalling Interest of the Ital-
ian eye for nature from finding its own expres-
sion...14 rejecting any appreciation for the taste of
patrons from the second half of the fifteenth cen-
tury. Indeed, he would not accept any alternative
or contrast to the genius of Cinquecento artists
and their patrons.

The publications of Burckhardt boosted activity of
French, German, Dutch and Belgian nationalist
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environments. A significant contraction was an
exhibition in Bruges in 1900, supervised by Paul
Wythsman, which initiated interest in Dutch art
from the art amateur, literary critics and patriots.
In addition, the independence of late medieval
and modern artists coming from Flanders, gained
the respect of the public in the early twentieth
century whereby another monographic exhibi-
tions devoted to the work of Peter Brueghel, Jan
van Eyck, Hans Memling and Gerard David were
organized.15 It is worth noting that exhibitions de-
voted to artists and painters largely ignored deco-
rative arts and crafts such as gold works, carpen-
try, tapestries, imitation of manuscripts, etc. not
allowing recipients to construct a full image of
collection belonging to the dukes of Burgundy
or members of their court.16

The beginning of the twentieth century was a
moment of recognition for the creativity of artists
associated with the court of the dukes of Bur-
gundy, Philip the Good and Charles the Bold, and
its decisive critic was Hippolyte Fierens – Gevaert,
Rector of the University of Liege, who defined the
Northern Renaissance, formulating thesis about
the development of the rebirth of art in the areas
of Flanders.17 In his observations, we can notice
the bias description of works of individual artists,
in accordance with applicable scheme focused on
the general outlines of works of art, striving to re-
produce the oeuvre of the artist, enriching them
with biographical information.

A milestone in the study of art and culture of the
dukes of Burgundy was Johan Huizinga and his
The Autumn of the Middle Ages,18 published in
1919. He represented the tendencies analogical to
the theses proposed by Burckhardt concerning
domination of artistic trends over other centres of
culture-creating. Huizinga concentrated on the
cultural phenomenon started in the fifteenth cen-
tury, the principalities ruled by Valois-Burgundy.
Precise analysis of the works of art and chronicles
of Georges Chastellain, allowed for an analysis of

the Burgundian court culture, which influenced
the artistic creation. Dukes stimulated the devel-
opment of trade in works of art in terms of paint-
ings and other objects of artistic production. The
complex structure of the court was recognized
while examining the presence of ancient and me-
dieval tradition expressed by means of art, charac-
teristic for the Renaissance and parallel present
on the Italian courts. The mentioned study was
devoted not only to the interpretation of the
painting, but also took into account economic as-
pects, political and social of duchy of Burgundy.
At the same time the rules of the art market and
patronage court were indicated. Huizinga sug-
gested the hypothesis concerning the presence of
conscious collecting, with characteristics similar to
Italian environment.19 The approximation of re-
search on Dutch art and the court of the dukes of
Burgundy allow an understanding of the lack of
consolidated hypotheses about the dimension
and character of the collection. 

An analysis of the phenomenon of collecting
Julius von Schlosser changed the prospect of see-
ing the collection of objects at the turn of the
middle Ages and Modern Age. Despite this, he
did not develop enough motifs associated with
the dukes of Burgundy because of a lack of mate-
rial source. It should be noted that he suggested
the method of analysis, which allowed an under-
standing of the origins of collecting to the north
of the Alps and his sequels on the Habsburg
court. Keep in mind that his study of collecting
and art of Dutch developed in the twentieth cen-
tury, including by Francis Henry Taylor.20

Collectible tradition at the court of
the dukes of Burgundy

Former historiography interpreted Italy as the cra-
dle of collecting, pointing to the Renaissance in-
terest in antiquity. Francesco Petrarca, with his
collection of writings, poems, coins and other
treasures was recognized as one of the first mod-
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ern collectors and a creator of taste. This state-
ment needs to be corrected however, as it was
proved by Julius von Schlosser at the beginning of
the twentieth century, who pointed to the conti-
nuity in maintaining the medieval treasure of the
cathedral, focused mainly on collecting reliquaries
and manuscripts.21

In search of a direct impact on the roots of Bur-
gundian collection we should keep in mind the
ancestors of Philip the Good and Charles the Bold
as they were mentioned by Julius von Schlosser.
He did not propose a broader vision of the Bur-
gundian collection, pointing to a lack of appropri-
ate sources. He propounds the hypothesis of
smaller financial outlays from the rulers of Bur-
gundy to maintain collection.22 With the passage
of time and the progress of research into the
Flemish art, and collections of Burgundy, the vi-
sion of Schlosser can be denied. 

The person of John II of France (1320-1364) is re-
lated to the beginnings of princely collection to
the north of the Alps. He was an enthusiast of il-
luminated manuscripts and his collections were
developed by his descendants: Jean de Berry,
Louis of Anjou and Philip the Bold. The last one
started the dynastic line of Valois-Bourgogne and
inherited part of his father’s collection. The devel-
opment of the production of illuminated manu-
scripts and the International Gothic falls on the
second half of the fourteenth century, which indi-
cates changes in the taste of contemporary collec-
tors.23 Book of hours, calendars, psalters and oth-
er objects associated with private religious devo-
tion became among the mansion, the key factor
of the duke’s prestige, and the most important
workshops of production were related to Paris.

The composition of dukes collection included not
only illuminated codices, collected in libraries but
also art crafts objects such as silverware, tapes-
tries, gems, medallions, etc. An example of public
interest of luxury objects among the powerful
elite is the exchange between the mansions in

1391 years Duke Jean de Berry donated his
nephew Charles VI, golden chalice (currently
forming part of the collection of the British Muse-
um in London). Another example confirming the
diversity of the objects included in the princely
collection is Duke Jean de Berry’s tapestry of Le
Neuf Preux (Nine Noble Heroes) (Fig. 1), referring
to the tradition of courtly chivalry.24

These examples and their presence in inventories
of the House of Valois affirm the beginnings of
the modern singularity of collecting as part of
court culture in the fourteenth century.25 This cer-
tifies the slow transformation of the court envi-
ronment leading to the new Renaissance under-
standing of the phenomenon related to the accu-
mulation of objects. Inheriting part of inventoried
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Fig. 1. Tapestry, Le Neuf Preux, about 1385, Metropolitan
Museum of Art, The Cloister, New York.



collections by Philip the Good and Charles the
Bold was the basis for their subsequent collection,
which evolved an understanding of taste, closely
related to the courtly customs.

An important element that confirms the continu-
ity of the phenomenon of collecting initiated by
Jean de Berry and developed in Burgundy in the
second half of the fifteenth century is the fact
that illuminated manuscripts were continued and
supplemented, which in many cases makes it diffi-
cult to date them accurately or attribution of ob-
jects. An example is the manuscript Trés Riches
Heures du Duc de Berry, formerly assigned in
whole to Limburg brothers, and now interpreted
as a work produced for years.26 In the years 1440-
1450 after the end of the Hundred Years War, and
the territorial expansion of Philip the Good, we
can record the growth of artistic patronage over
the production of illuminated manuscripts in the
areas of Flanders which confirms the growth of
the princely library resources and the develop-
ment of workshop production in Bruges.27

The ducal collections and collectors at
the court of Burgundy

When we analyse the collection of the Burgundian
court we should pay attention to the complex hi-
erarchy of positions, which resulted from adminis-
trative reforms understood by Philip the Good in
the first half of the fifteenth century.28 In addition
to the Duke’s and aristocracy families the reform
established participation of the middle class in the
court life, which cultural patterns drew from the
nobility environment, among others, having a col-
lection of luxury goods. What draws attention is
the fact that ordered objects were not only used
to satisfy the needs of the collector, but their most
important function was to represent the owner in
the official celebrations as a symbolic expression
of positions and possessions.29

The previously described trends of the inheritance
of artistic objects by court served to empower the
position of the rulers of Burgundy and Flanders
moreover influenced the growing importance of
the medieval tradition as a historical reference.
The creation of the Order of the Golden Fleece by
Philip the Good in 143030 and orders related to
the celebrations chapter houses determined by
placing orders with the craftsmen involved in the
production of valuable goods. Examples include
paraments of the Golden Fleece (Kunsthistorishes
Musem, Vienna) previously deposited in a princely
Sainte-Chapelle in Dijon. The previously men-
tioned economic situation of workshops produc-
ing manuscripts in the second half of the fif-
teenth century was conditioned by the taste of
collectors related to the environment court. This is
confirmed by the manuscript Livre d’heures de
Philippe le Bon, or Roman d’Alexandre.31 At the
same time an increase of orders for tapestries pro-
duced in a workshop in Brussels was recorded.
From this period come portraits of Philip the
Good and young Charles the Bold made by Rogier
van der Weyden’s workshop. A significant in-
crease in production undertaken for the court
confirms the intense artistic patronage and col-
lecting various objects by the court environment
till the death of Philip the Good in 1467.32

Rebellions in Flemish cities are related with the
takeover by Charles the Bold. The first mission of
the new prince was to restore order in the rebel-
lious urban centres and depriving them of privi-
leges. These events slightly influenced the decline
in the production of luxury goods ordered by the
court. In the decoration of palaces and residences
of princes the objects collected by the father of
Charles the Bold were used, which confirms the
Mille Fleurs fabric, acquired by the Swiss army af-
ter the battle of Nancy. The artistic patronage of
the reign of Philip the Good was connected with
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the life of the court, the representation of power
and celebration. An example of festival can be
the feast organized on the occasion of the mar-
riage of Charles the Bold and Margaret of York in
Bruges, 3rd of July, 1468. In addition to the chron-
icle records documenting the course of events, in
the European collections the objects commemo-
rating the celebration were preserved, which be-
longed to the collection of Burgundy. Among oth-
er things, the crown ordered for Margaret of
York, preserved in the treasury of the cathedral in
Aachen, that its symbolism alluded to the origin
and virtues of the Duchess. Another example is
the series of tapestries exhibited during banquets,
presenting the story of Hercules (The Burrell Col-
lection, Glasgow) which in addition to knightly
virtues symbolize the noble origin of Charles the
Bold.33

The takeover by Charles the Bold are related to
the rebellions in Flemish cities. The first task of
the new prince was to restore order in the rebel-
lious urban centres and depriving them of privi-
leges. These events slightly influenced the decline
in production of luxury goods ordered by the
court. The aggressive policy of conquest of duke
contributed to lower financial effort on the devel-
opment of the collection court. The deterioration
of sovereign position resulted in an increase in
the importance and enrching of the middle class.
In the second half of the XV century they fully
adapted the courtly pattern of collecting items
imitating princely collections. It has been noticed
an increase in painting workshops production,
and clarifying the issue about the model of mid-
dle class donor portrait.

After the death of Charles the Bold at the Battle
of Nancy in 1477 Duchy of Burgundy were at a
disadvantage associated with inheritance of pow-
er. Salic law did not allow a woman to reign, and
the only heir to the lost prince was his daughter
Mary of Burgundy. Territories subjected to the
sovereignty of France returned to the crown
along with the assembled princes goods. Mar-
riage of Duchess with Maximilian I Habsburg did
not positively influence relations between the

court and the Flemish aristocracy. Not many foun-
dations associated with the court preserved to
this day, one of the most important are the
Chronicles of Flanders from the late fifteenth cen-
tury, probably founded by Maximilian I. This man-
uscript justified the Rupes of the Habsburgs on
the Flemish territories, referring to the continua-
tion of the tradition of the Valois-Burgundy dy-
nasty.34

To fully understand the phenomenon of collect-
ing, the Burgundian court is not considered just
an analysis of the causes related only to the
dukes. In the last decades of the fourteenth cen-
tury the important role played the middle class
and aristocracies, who by developing their careers
and fortunes, actively participated in the life of
the court. As examples of ambitious careers can
be used chancellor Nicolas Rollin, the chancellor
Pieter Bladelin or Lodewijk van Gruuthuse.35 Fea-
tures of the few examples of the collection of
court officials allowed the characterization of col-
lecting court.

The chancellor of Duke Philip the Good, Nicolas
Rollin came from a middle class family from Au-
tumn, from 1422 he took one of the most impor-
tant positions in the court’s structures. His artistic
patronage is the most widely documented. His
foundations are mainly in Burgundy, but he made
orders directly in the Netherlands workshops,
which can be confirmed by early an example of
one of his foundation – The Madonna of Chancel-
lor Rollin painted by Jan van Eyck. It should be
noted that a court official could afford to buy
works by the duke’s Valet de chambre, which con-
firms the prestige of the customer. It is worth
mentioning that the figure of chancellor Rollin
show miniatures ordered by Philip the Good,
which confirms his significant position in the
court’s structures. The largesr of the chancellor’s
foundations was Hotel-Dieu in Beaune with the
equipment. 

Among other examples of high-ranking officials
such as Pieter Bladelin or Lodewijk van Gruuthuse
documented orders of the artists who worked for
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the dukes. Based on the analysis of the preserved
portraits of people associated with the duke’s
court we should take into account people like
Philip de Croy or Jean de Froimont.36 Foundations
of these people are mainly painted by devotional
polyptychs. The artistic patronage of the mer-
chants modelled on the court splendour charac-
terized by lower financial effort with a few excep-
tions. It is worth mentioning numerous manu-
scripts from the collection of Lodewijk van Gru-
uthuse and his private library which in this case is
to certify courtiers foundations equal to dukes
foundation.

Special considerations deserve female’s portraits.
By their dresses those ladies must be associated
with the court, not with the Flemish middle class
as it was interpreted formerly.37 Only few of them
have been associated with a particular person or
patron.38 The fact that women in the Netherlands
had the right to inherit would not exclude them
from the circles of collectors, and what is more,
the medieval knightly tradition dictated respect-
ing women as heart intended and to praise them
in full ceremonial splendour. Identified female
portraits were ordered by men, which reduces
proposing the specific hypotheses concerning the
patronage of the female. Examples of visualiza-
tion of a knight’s love cult presenting women in-
clude a Tournament shield preserved in the British
Museum, with an inscription “You or the death”
(Fig. 2),39 or the richly decorated brooch from
Kunsthistorishes Museum with the image of a
couple of lovers. None of these objects can be
connected with a particular patron. Another ex-
ample that could support the female patronage
and collecting phenomenon among women are
prayers or Book of hours. According Michael
Camille, at the beginning of the fifteenth century
it was the object of devotion reserved exclusively
for female, in the second half of the century we
can see a tendency of founding the Book of hours
by male representatives of the duke’s family or or-
dering of manuscripts as a gift for duchess.40 The
lack of proper documentation does not allow a defi-
nition of female artistic patronage, and this issue
still needs proper research that would allow for
fuller classification. It is essential to say that women
at the court of Burgundy enjoyed an important posi-
tion, despite not having official posts. Their presence
is confirmed by numerous manuscripts illustrating
courtly life and celebration,41 what is more court
chroniclers repeatedly praised their beauty.

Typology of objects from the collection
of the dukes and the court

Determining the nature of collecting and the Bur-
gundy court required classifying objects included
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Fig. 2. Shield of Parade, late 15th centu-
ry, The British Museum, London.



in the collection according to the hierarchy of
glamor expression present in the courtly tradition.
Its design is based on the value of the material
from which the object was made. It was not veri-
fied by the historiography of art history very long
because of the analysis relying on the Italian dis-
course regarding the value of representational
arts. The proposed classification was based on pri-
mary studies conducted by Marina Belozerskaya,
which contrasted the Italian Renaissance values
with the northern Renaissance.42

Five categories were distinguished when
analysing, ordered by values as they represented
symbols of exclusivity and according to their rele-
vance in visual messages:

–Gold work (objects made of gold, silver and
other precious metals).
–Textiles (mainly tapestries).
–Manuscripts.
–Sculpture.
–Painting.

With the development of technology and need
for luxury materials Flanders became one of the
most important European manufacturers of cloth-
ing, tapestries and textile decorations. Their val-
ues as objects of luxury should be placed in the
lead due to the cost of production and the pre-
cious materials used.43 The Burgundian court held
power in the era of early modern trends in cloth-
ing at European courts, imposing a hierarchy of
fabrics appropriate to the necessary role.44 This is
confirmed by numerous records of orders and
chronicles, which subtly describe the position of a
duke focusing mainly on his clothing. 

The lord duke, according to orders given yester-
day morning, had the league published in the
church in the following way. His lordship came to
the church dressed in a long robe, of cloth of gold
lined with sable, extremely sumptuous, in which
silver was substituted for silk. On his head he had
a black velvet hat with a plume of gold loaded
with the largest balas-rubies and diamonds and
with large pearls, some good ones pendent, and

the pearls and gems were so closely packed that
one could not see the plume...45

The most valuable fabrics used among the
courtiers were silk and velvet. Only a small group
closely connected with the ruling person could af-
ford to have this type of clothing. The next in the
hierarchy were damask and taffeta destined for
other officials.46

Examples of expressive splendour and dignity
were seen in interior decorations which consisted
of a series of woven tapestries. They were or-
dered for special occasions like marriage, occa-
sional banquets, festivals or funerals. Their value
was not only noble material but also iconographic
cycles associated with mythological, biblical and
medieval stories. They confirmed not only the
wealth of the duke but his virtues as a good and
strong ruler.

Due to the cost of production, tapestries were
passed-on from generation to generation and
were accurately described in the documents, in
the case of the Burgundian court first inventory
came from 1404 and confirms the ownership of
more than 100 tapestries. During the reign of
John the Fearless, the request of cycle of tapes-
tries presenting the Battle of Liege was docu-
mented to commemorate this event, emphasizing
the successes of the dynasty. The same series of
tapestries were described in the inventories of his
son in the years 1430-1432.

One of the many series of tapestries was Gideon
History; ordered in 1449 to decorate the interiors
which held the Chapter of the Order of the Gold-
en Fleece. It was made in a workshop in Tournai
and completed in 1453, kept in the palace of the
Burgundy Dukes Hotel d’Artois in Paris. Tapestries
for the last time were documented in 1794 during
their transport to Vienna, from that moment they
were considered as lost.47

Tapestry collections of Burgundian court were ex-
posed most impressively during the wedding cere-
mony of Charles the Bold, the description of
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which confirms numerous series. Some of them
were taken over by the Swiss army after the bat-
tle of Nancy and today we can find them in His-
torishes Museum in Bern. Others were transferred
to the Habsburgs court with the takeover in Bur-
gundy by Maximilian I. The tradition of collecting
was continued by his successor’s courts.48

The succession of valuable objects was concerned
substantially with objects made of precious mate-
rials due to their high market price. An important
fact is that they were many times gifts between
the court and the duke or the duke and other
royal families of Europe. The previously described
brooches or cups are just a few examples; the

greatest value had complex objects, such as set-
ting the altar, crosses or reliquaries. The most nu-
merous came from the early sixteenth century, in-
cluding the Swearing-in Cross of the Order of the
Golden Fleece (Kunsthistorishes Museum, Vienna).
Probably it belonged to the collection of Duke
John de Berry, but it is documented at the court
of Philip the Good and handed over to the trea-
sury of the Order of the Golden Fleece.49

The previously mentioned examples of objects
were associated with court celebrations and festi-
vals. An example of feast celebrated by the court
was the Feast of the Pheasant in 1454, during
which dukes and courtiers committed to organize
crusades and the liberation of the Holy Land. This
event had a political nature and was part of the
effort of the Duke of Burgundy about papal per-
mission for the king coronation.50 A set of golden
tableware preserved in the British Museum can be
associated with this event because it represents
the iconography of a small pheasant.

An example of a foundation of high status object
was the reliquary of Charles the Bold offered to
the Cathedral in Liege in 1467, when the duke
took over and plundered the rebellious city, mur-
dering many residents and taking away all middle
class privileges. This move was considered as un-
ethical by the church; hence the prince had to re-
deem his sin. Gold reliquary (Fig. 3) presented two
figures: humbled duke and patron of the cities St.
George. On the pedestal were the initials of
Charles the Bold and his wife Margaret of York.
The value of an object indicates that noble mater-
ial from which was made precious reliquary and
very expensive technique email – ronde bosse,
which allows obtaining the effects of gold col-
oration by which statuette maintained a very high
level of realism. Reliquary probably comes from
the workshop of a goldsmith Gerard Loyeta,
working at the time for the ducal court.51

In the hierarchy of material values, the collection
of manuscripts was prized very highly. These types
of luxury goods in the early fifteenth century
were produced mainly in Paris, with the passage
of time and the increase in demand, the Dutch
workshops concentrated in Bruges were devel-
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Fig. 3. Gerard Loyet, Reliquary of Charles the Bold, around
1467/71, Trésor de la Cathédrale, Liege.



oped. The main contracting illuminated books,
prayer books, missals, etc. were church dignitaries
and representatives of royal families and nobility.
To approximate amount of volumes that make up
the collection it was necessary to examine inven-
tories drawn up by the court and works men-
tioned in the documentation (Table 1).

Based on the data gathered by Hanno Wijsman52

an increase in the production of manuscripts or-
dered by the court is documented and collected
by dukes theory is based on the interests hobby of
collecting books by Philip the Good. It is worth
noting that a large contained the translations of
works from Latin into French, which certifies the
development of language culture at the court.53

This confirms the alternative for Italian collecting
to the north of the Alps.

One of the most important writers of the court
was Jean Mielot, who translated works of Aristo-
tle, Cicero and others for the duke. His works con-
firm a vibrant interest in knight culture and poli-
tics at the court. Johan Huizinga noted that these
codes did not contribute to the development of
intellectual culture, their main value made the
fact of possession and presentation during the
public audiences, the argument in favour of this
type of statement is the lack of comments to the
works of contemporary writers54 (Fig. 4).
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Year Place 
When the inventory 

was made 

Numbers of 

manuscripts 
 

1420 Dijon 
On the death of John the 

Fearless 
252 

1424 Dijon 
On the death of Margaret of 

Bavaria 
31 

283 

1469 Brugge 
On the death of Philip the 

Good 
878 878 

693 Dijon 
On the death of Charles the 

Bold 
93 

1504   600 

 

 

Table 1

INVENTORIES OF THE BURGUNDIAN LIBRARY MADE BETWEEN
1420 AND 1504 BY HANNO WIJSMAN

Fig. 4. Master of the Jardin de vertueuse consolation and as-
sistant, Vasco da Lucena Giving his Work to Charles the Bold,
about 1470-1475, Ms. Ludwig XV 8, fol. 2v. The J. Paul
Getty Museum, Los Angeles © J. Paul Getty Trust.

Until



The development of libraries subsided after the
death of Philip the Good, his successor was not fo-
cused on the acquisition of new works for the
dukes’s libraries. Collections gathered after 1477
were taken over by Mary of Burgundy and Maxi-
milian I Habsburg. In the times of their reign
there was a decrease of manuscripts in French,
which had its origins in the conduct of anti-French
policy by the Habsburgs.55 Numerous dukes’ man-
uscripts were in nobility libraries, among others,
the previously mentioned Lodewijk van Gru-
uthuse who till the death of Mary of Burgundy
supported the policy of the Habsburgs.

The advantage of manuscripts was not only seen
in the content, but also illuminated miniatures,
which are an excellent source of research into the
culture of the court. They confirm the course of
the court celebration or document significant
events. Among the most important we should pay
attention to the Statutes, Ordonnances and armo-
rial of the Order of the Golden Fleece (Koninklijke

Bibliotheek, The Hague) (Fig. 5), which were de-
veloped together with the Chapters of the Order,
by adding cards with images and the arms of an-
other wealthy adopted in the congregation. They
confirm not only the importance of the associa-
tion but also attachment to tradition started in
the time of Philip the Good by successive heirs of
the Duchy. Leading the Chapter was an important
element of domestic policy, and possession of
manuscripts legitimized power in Burgundy and
Flanders.

Sculpture collecting is the most complicated issue
because of the lack of documentation that would
confirm its constant presence at court. Architec-
tural sculpture cannot be taken into account in
this category because it was not an object directly
belonged to collection. Moreover, in the 30s, the
importance of the ducal sculpture workshop in Di-
jon fell, which confirms the reduction of salaries
of court sculptor Claus de Werve.56 A significant
part of sculptural objects made Madonnas which
were placed in churches as a result of the dona-
tion, which also cannot allow them to qualify
sculpture as a collectible object.

The surviving fragments of sculptures unrelated
to the cult and devotion come from dukes’
graves. Due to their location in the churches, the
nature of collecting sculpture cannot be specified.
It is worth noting that the compositional schemes
of sculptures repeatedly appear in the painting
array. These imitations indicate a significant ad-
vantage of sculptures in culture and arts hierar-
chy. Similarly to gold jewellery, sculpture painted
by the artist copied its more expensive counter-
part made of wood or stone.

Ephemeral decoration prepared to celebrate festi-
vals or celebrations that took place on the streets
of Flemish cities in the second half of the fif-
teenth century, like sculpture cannot be qualified
for the collection of dukes. Due to the lack of
documentation we cannot make a conclusion
about their later use, or reuse. However, it is
known that their preparation was entrusted with
the most expensive workshops of Flemish cities,
among other things, Rogier van der Weyden and
Hugo van der Goes, who worked on decoration
projects for the wedding of Charles the Bold and
Margaret of York.

Analysing the dukes collections it can be noted
that the situation of patronage of the broader
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Fig. 5. Statutes, ordonnances and armorial of the Order of
the Golden Fleece, 1473, Koninklijke Bibliotheek, The
Hague. © Koninklijke Bibliotheek National Library of the
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painting is very similar to the patronage of the
production and collecting other objects. The
death of Philip the Good completed an important
era of intense ordering in local workshops. This
does not mean a lack of interest on the artistic
production by Charles the Bold or its successors.
An important fact is that the painting had never
enjoyed such interest of the Burgundian court as
other artistic techniques, as it is confirmed by in-
ventories and preserved objects. During the life of
Jan van Eyck and during the role of court valet de
chambre, duke’s portraits made a small percent-
age of the collection. The only orders of this type
were three portraits of Isabella of Portugal, com-
missioned for the artist during his diplomatic mis-
sion.57 Other aspects connected with the painter
workshop were the orders of the aristocracy and
middle class. The expression of duke’s taste and
appreciation for the artists are mentioned above
portraits of Philip the Good and Charles the Bold
which came from the workshop of Rogier van der
Weyden, it is worth noting that this artist is also
the author of a portrait of Anthony the Great
Bastard of Burgundy. All three present a very sim-
ple convention with uniform background and
small objects held by the person portrayed. They
were not devotional diptychs, but their precise
function is not possible because of the lack of
proper documentation.

For the second half of the fifteenth century ac-
counts a significant development of individual-
ized middle class and noble portraits, which were
combined into polyptychs, with representations
of the Madonna. The leaders in the production
were Rogier van der Weyden workshops and fore-
most Hans Memling. This phenomenon is related
to the increasing importance of the middle class
position and international merchants in political
structures of Flanders. Not all portraits have been
identified with a particular client, which reduces
the possibility of more in-depth analysis. Another
issue to keep in mind is to identify people por-
trayed with the environment court or with middle
class, such as The portrait of a man with an arrow,
Rogier van der Weyden (Koninklijke Musea voor
Schone Kunsten, Antwerp) or The Portrait of a
young man, Hans Memling (Museo Thyssen-
Bornemisza, Madrid) (Fig. 6).

In the case of identified portraits it can be confi-
dently stated that the ordering came from the
court circle: Portrait of Edawrda Grimson (The Na-
tional Gallery, London), Portrait of Jean de Froi-

mont, (Royaux Musées de Beaux-Arts de Belgique,
Brussels) or Diptych of Maarten van Nieuwenhove
(Groeningemuseum, Bruges). This is the basis for
the confirmation of artistic patronage and the
collector taste present within the courtiers and
wealthy middle class, modelled directly at the roy-
al court. 

Repeatedly in the analysis of the Northern Renais-
sance paintings, realism and credible commitment
to detail by the artists was taken into account.
The analysis of details contributed to the develop-
ment of hypotheses about the hidden meaning of
iconography and iconology studies. Despite this, it
is worth noting that the painting repeatedly
shows precious objects such as home furnishings,
textiles or jewellery. Understanding the value imi-
tated by painting objects is the key to ful expres-
sion in the meaning of the middle class portraits.
Duke as head did not have a need to portray with
his belongings, because he was the wealthiest citi-
zen. Devotional diptychs in the middle class interi-
ors represented not only a portrayed person but
also its property, or the desire of ownership. The
vision of painting in this case does not represent
the material value, what is more, its goal was pri-
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Fig. 6. Hans Memling, Portrait of a young Man praying,
about 1485, Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid. © Museo
Thyssen-Bornemisza. Madrid.



vate devotion. Its main task was to visualize the
aspirations of owning and closer to the duke’s
pattern.

Conclusions

Referring to the definition of Manfred Sommer,
collecting is a widely available act, and does not
require any effort, but it always repeats a set pat-
tern: 

Many items that were previously scattered are so
touched that then they are together. That com-
mon movement toward being together is done
because of watching: what is here – here, stays
here and can be viewed...58

A theoretical understanding of the phenomenon
proposed in the twentieth century does not allow
for a full understanding of collecting present at
the court of the Dukes of Burgundy in the Early
Modern Age, and therefore additional clarifica-
tion is needed. 

The patterns for the collection of the Dukes of
Burgundy were initiated by their direct relatives
associated with the French court in the late four-
teenth century. The inheritance of a considerable
amount of luxury goods which were reserved ex-
clusively for social elites allowed the continuation
of this phenomenon. We must not forget about
the Italian impact, which did not confine itself to
that period, but affected the rulers of Burgundy
throughout the fifteenth century. Diplomatic con-
tacts with the Italian dukes and merchants, who
multiplied their wealth through trade with the
Flemish towns, including a broad range trade
with works of art.59

We should keep in mind the intensity of artistic
patronage, whose climax falls on the reign of
Philip the Good, who as it was mentioned earlier,
was the most active client of luxury goods work-
shops. Due to his aspirations of extending the ter-
ritories of the Duchy Charles the Bold neglected
the development of the collection. After his death
the duchy inherited by Mary Burgundy, then Max-
imilian I Habsburg in the early years could not rise
from the political crisis caused by antagonisms be-
tween the new ruler and the nobility of Flanders.
The situation of the duke’s patronage improved
together with the stabilization of the internal sit-
uation in the takeover by Philip the Handsome,

who tried to restore the authority of mansion in-
stitution.

In the case of court patronage a trend opposite to
the intensity of the duke’s foundation was ob-
served. In the second half of the fifteenth century
it was significantly noted that there was a rise in
courtiers and middle class orders of luxury objects.
The enrichment of society and the growing im-
portance of individual units developing careers in
the court circle, and the expanding middle class
resulted in a building on the duke’s patronage in
undertaken foundations, which confirms applying
similar iconographic language.

It is important to pay attention to the proportion
of the number of objects defined as textiles, gold-
smith, manuscripts, sculpture and painting in or-
ders. This allows an understanding of the hierar-
chy of objects as a determinant of power and
symbol of belonging to social elite. In the analysis
of museum collections which contain objects asso-
ciated with the court of Burgundy, the most
strongly represented is painting portraits and de-
votional polyptych. In a much smaller number
preserved objects of gold jewellery or tapestries,
which at the turn of the century were destroyed
because of the material value they represented
and possibility of secondary use of precious raw
materials. To a lesser extent we can note the pre-
served manuscripts that belonged to the duke’s
collection. Despite careful analysis, 66% of the
manuscripts in the directory mansion from the
years 1420-1424 were not identified. In the case
of records made after the death of Philip the
Good the number of unidentified manuscripts fell
to 55%.60 This indicates the partial recognition of
the full set collected by the Dukes of Burgundy.
Finally, we should mention sculpture, of which
just a few examples have survived till our times.
The greatest destruction of interior decoration of
properties in Burgundy and Flanders were associ-
ated with the French Revolution.

On the basis of the proposed typology, an interest
can be observed in certain foundations from
dukes and middle class, which indicates the exis-
tence of taste and preferences for objects includ-
ed in the collection. On closer analysis, it is worth
noting that the duke’s collections represent the
balance in the typology of orders with sparse ma-
jority of precious objects such as gold works and
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tapestries over the manuscripts or paintings, these
point to the wealth of the founder and the possi-
bility of access to elite objects. Material goods
served as a tool for expressing power, possession
and political aspirations at the royal court. In the
case of courtiers foundations and wealthy middle
class the majority made painting, which imitated
duke’s foundations. In numerous visual perfor-
mances the presence of valuable and elite objects
such as jewellery or mentioned tapestries can be
seen. Due to the availability of fewer resources
than the dukes, the artistic patronage was limited
in the media defined by a typology of materials.

In the case of an in-depth analysis of symbols and
the communication of exclusive objects, we
should understand the limitations in the language
of iconography, due to a strong trend in deter-
mining visualization. There was no recognized hi-
erarchy of iconographic motifs that might domi-
nate. Among the solutions understandable for
dukes and members of the court, the most nu-
merous represent the mythological stories and
the medieval ideal of chivalry. A further part was
related to the topes of absolute love or adoration
of women. Among the preserved objects the nat-
uralistic portraits identified with a specific person
were recognized, despite the use of other forms
of composition or technique, we cannot take into
account the impact of the Italian tendency for
creating ancestral gallery. In the case of the mid-
dle class, personal representation was closely re-
lated with piety and private devotion, and por-
trait was an element of diptych.
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